Background Coursework Form  
*All students – please return by September 23, 2016*

Name:________________________________________ UTEID:______________

Current Semester:___________ Year:___________

The UTCS undergraduate courses listed below, or equivalent, are required as background:
If you believe you have met the requirement for any of these courses with an equivalent course follow the instructions below. (More information is available on the web at https://www.cs.utexas.edu/graduate-program/phd-program/degree-requirements)

It would be helpful for you to attach the course descriptions (with name of textbook), syllabi, a copy of your transcript(s) with the course(s) and corresponding grade circled/highlighted.

We realize course names/numbers change. The best approach is to submit course descriptions and syllabi for the courses as they were when you took them and with the number and name of the courses on the submitted materials matching the transcript.

For the background courses you believe you have met the requirement - Please write below the name and number of the course and semester taken, as stated on the copy of the transcript, next to the CS course for which you wish to indicate you have completed the requirement. Attach the information needed to obtain a review.

CS Faculty Initials

_________Discrete Math for Computer Science (CS 311)

_________Introduction to Programming (CS 312)

_________Data Structures (CS 314)

_________Algorithms and Complexity (CS 331)

_________Computer Organization and Architecture (CS 429)

_________Principles of Computer Systems (CS 439)

Faculty Comments: